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PART II
THROUGH THE UNITS
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This unit consists of four literary pieces - two stories and two poems. All the pieces

are thematically interlinked. At the same time, they stand independent of each other.

Both the stories, ‘The Son from America’ and ‘The Tattered Blanket’ deal with the

return of the sons to their parents after a long gap. But their purpose of visit varies.

The son from America returns to his native place to brighten the life of his parents.

They have been living completely ignorant of the niceties of modern life. To his

dismay, the son realises that they live a life of complete contentment with what little

they possess and his money doesn’t have any role to play there. But the son in the

‘The Tattered Blanket’ by Kamala Das is shockingly cold, callous and indifferent to

the feelings of the aged mother. The story painfully reminds us of how the most

sacred relationship between a mother and a son suffers in the context of a life driven

by narrow-minded and extremely selfish motives.  The sorrowful image of the aged

mother left lonely and in rags haunts the reader. Both the poems, ‘Those Winter

Sundays’ and ‘To My Nanny’ engage us with the theme of parental love and

remembrance. The father in the poem ‘Those Winter Sundays’ and the old lady in

the poem ‘To My Nanny’ are immortalised as soothing and radiant figures in a

world sans love.

Issue domain : Culture

Sub issue : Weakening of family ties

Importance of one’s roots

Issues of immigrant population

Issues related to the aged

The value of wealth and money in one’s life

Learning Objectives :

• To understand the crucial role of family ties in one’s upbringing

• To create awareness of one’s cultural roots
• To empathise with the aged

• To identify the issues of the immigrant population

• To construct various discourses like conversation, skit, character sketch, letter,

   story and brochure

• To read and enjoy pieces of literature like short stories, poems etc.

• To think critically and take proper stance on issues related to family ties,

   cultural roots, immigrants, the old aged and the value of wealth

Unit 1
ROOTS
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The Son from America

Background

The story is set in the backdrop of Lentshin,
a little village in Poland near the city of
Warsaw, with humble dwellings and
people with modest dreams. Both Jewish
and non - Jewish people lived there in
complete harmony. Here, we have a
splendid description of the village with
scintillating details of the little community,
of their houses and of the ambience with
all the pristine charm of idyllic nature by
the Nobel laureate’s brother I.J. Singer in
his book ‘Of a World which is No More’.
This book has captured the beauty, rhythm
and music of community life in Lentshin.

Lentshin was a tiny township - almost a
village. The houses were small and low. The
roofs were not made of straw, like the houses
in the villages all around, but of upended tiles.
Many bird nests chirped inside the tiled roofs.
Only one house possessed a parapet. The
roads were not tarred but were not muddy as
the soil was sandy. The sand was deep and
white, for the township was in the vicinity of
the river Visla. The little shops sported many
various drawings over their doors: drawings
of cloths, perfumes, sugar-cones, pots, candles,
horseshoes and scythes. Near these little shops
there were workshops belonging to tailors,
shoemakers and bakers. There was only one
factory in Lentshin, which produced a
coloured drink called Kvass. The bathhouses
were at the edge of the town and the
surrounding water created a peculiarly
greenish spot. This place also attracted cows
and geese. At some distance from the town,
was a church – a big, red building with two
spires and crosses – shooting up into the sky.

Meet Isaac Bashevis Singer

Isaac Bashevis Singer was born in 1902
in Poland, then a part of the Russian
Empire. His father was a rabbi (Jewish
religious teacher) and his mother,
Bathsheba, was the daughter of the rabbi

of Bilgoraj. Singer later used her name in
his pen name ‘Bashevis’ (Bathsheba’s).
World War I separated him from his
parents and he had to support himself by
giving Hebrew lessons. But soon he gave
up that and joined his parents, considering
himself a failure. In 1935, Singer emigrated
from Poland to the United States because of
the growing Nazi threat in neighbouring
Germany. Singer settled in New York,
where he worked as a journalist and
columnist for The Forward , a Yiddish
newspaper.

After World War II and the near
destruction of the Yiddish-speaking people,
Yiddish seemed to be a dead language.
Though Singer had moved to the United
States, he believed in the power of his
native language and thought that there
was still a large audience that longed to
read Yiddish. In an interview in  Encounter 
(Feb. 1979), he claimed that although
the Jews of Poland had died, ‘something -
call it spirit or whatever - is still somewhere
in the universe. This is a mystical kind of
feeling, but I feel there is truth in it.’ Singer
published 18 novels, 14 children’s books, a
number of memoirs, essays and articles, but
is best known as a writer of short stories,
which have appeared in over a dozen
collections. The first collection of Singer’s
short stories in English, Gimpel the Fool, was
published in 1957. His stories and novels
reflect the world of the East European Jews
he grew up with. After many years in
America, his stories dealt with both the
world of the immigrants and how their
American dream proves elusive when they
obtain it. Prior to winning the Nobel Prize,
translations of his stories were frequently
published in popular magazines such as
Playboy  and Esquire. Although Singer
spoke English, Hebrew and Polish quite
fluently, he always considered Yiddish his
natural tongue. He always wrote in Yiddish
and he was the last famous American
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author writing in this language. After he
had achieved success as a writer in New
York, Singer and his wife began spending
time during the winters with the Jewish
community in Miami. Singer remains an
unquestionably Jewish writer, yet his
precise views about Jews, Judaism and the
Jewish God are open to interpretation.
Whatever they were, they lay at the centre
of his literary art.

Singer died on July 24, 1991 in Surfside,
Florida, after suffering a series of strokes.

About the story: The Son from America

Theme:

The story focuses on multiple themes like
the crucial role of family ties and cultural
roots in one’s life. It also opens up issues of
the aged, immigrant population and the
absurdity of amassing wealth and money.

Plot:

Exposition - We are introduced to Berl and
his wife and the setting.

Inciting Event - Samuel arrives in Lentshin.

Rising Action - Samuel tries to help his
mom to prepare the Sabbath and they
celebrate the Sabbath together.

Climax - Samuel asks his dad where the
money is and he shows him.

Falling Action - Samuel realises the nature
of life the villagers lead.

Resolution - Samuel realises one doesn’t
need money to be happy. The chanting of
the holy rhymes by his mother reminds him
of his mistaken notion of life.

Protagonist - Samuel

Antagonist - Samuel

Conflict -  Person Vs Self

Module 1

Discuss the lines of Pablo Neruda given at
the facing page.

‘When I lived amongst the roots

They pleased me more than flowers did.’

Every flower is a smile that radiates the
surroundings. When we look at flowers we
are carried away by their radiant but
transient life. But, the obscure roots go
deeper and deeper, wider and wider,
unmindful of our attention expanding their
grip on the earth. Roots and flowers are
metaphors of human life. The unglamorous
roots, living in the muddy earth unexposed
to light and air, lend charm and beauty to
the flowers. Then what about our roots?
Aren’t they our parents? Our grandparents
who lend us health, wealth, charm and life?
Our parents had their parents.... It gives
another shade of meaning to human life
that we all belong to one big family. Our
roots are the same. But unfortunately we
often forget the roots and admire the
flowers.  To live among the roots implies to
live in the soil, however drab and
humdrum it is, with the toilers who create
all that is wonderful and beautiful on  earth.
Flowers stand for the external beauty
which is transient but roots are more lasting
and life giving.

Lead in Activity: Setting a Purpose

There are multiple ways of introducing a
literary piece to the learners. You may
introduce a literary text using pictures,
quotations, poems, fables or stories related
to the theme. Here is an interesting Zen
story. You may use it as a starter. You could
read the story in the class or get it typed
and distribute it. You may also conduct a
discussion thereafter.

The Moon cannot be Stolen

Ryokan, a Zen master, lived the simplest
kind of life in a little hut at the foot of a
mountain. One evening a thief visited the
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hut only to discover there was nothing in it
to steal. Ryokan returned and caught the
thief.

‘You may have come a long way to visit
me,’ he told the prowler, ‘and you should
not return empty-handed. Please take my
clothes as a gift.’

The thief was bewildered. He took the
clothes and slunk away.

Ryokan sat naked, watching the moon.
‘Poor fellow,’ he mused, ‘I wish I could give
him this beautiful moonlight.’

Discuss:

• Zen master’s way of life

• Zen master and the thief

• Significance of moonlight in the story

• The message

It is needless to say that every teacher should
read the story given in the textbook a number
of times to achieve complete mastery over the
theme, tone, craft, word images and other
linguistic and literary devices that lend it the
desired effect.

Let the learners read the first part of the
story ‘The Son from America’  (Para 1-7)
silently.

Process Reading

• Let the learners read paragraphs 1-7 of
the story ‘The Son from America’
individually.

• Let them mark ,?,! with a pencil to keep
track of their reading.

• Let the learners sit in groups (5 to 8
members) and share what they have
understood and what they haven’t
understood. Let them also share what they
have found interesting/surprising in that
part of the story.

• If there are words/expressions they
haven’t understood let them refer to the

ready reference given at the end of the story
or to the glossary given in the last pages of
the reader.

• If a group can’t understand a certain
area, encourage them to raise their doubts.

• Megaphone their doubts to other groups.

• If no group can clarify the doubt raised,
you can scaffold them by asking simple
questions.

• After clarifying all the difficult areas, let
them assess their reading. For this, let them
fill in the self assessment checklist on Page
10.

• Remind the learners to identify words to
be noted in the personal wordlist given
along side the story. They should write the
word, its meaning and use it in a sentence.

Now, ask them to answer the scaffolding
questions (1-4) individually.

Hints for Scaffolding Questions (1-4)

1) Let them answer the question and ask
them to justify their answer quoting
relevant lines/expressions from the
passage.

Possible answers:

(a) The description of the house and the
village vividly throws light on their modest
living. It also suggests they are far away
from the amenities of modern life. The
garden, the cow and the goat provide the
villagers with most of their needs.

(b) Let the learners fill in the chart and
describe their places.

(c) Let them draw the picture of their
village/town and colour it.

2) Lentshin is not a village of material
splendour. They lead a contented life and
there is nothing worthy to be robbed off.

3) Let the learners answer the question on
their own.
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4) Let the learners predict the place where
the money is kept. Berl and Berlcha are
already happy with what they have.

Pause and Reflect 1:

Possible answers

•  The young people might be fed up with
the dull and drab existence of the people of
Lentshin. They wanted a change.

• They were  influenced by modern life
style. They wanted to be modern in their
outlook and tastes.

• The young people never wanted to be like
the old generation of Lentshin.

Module 2

Now, lead the learners to textual activities
i, ii & iii given on Page 16.

Activity i

Note:

Let the learner get acquainted with
different passages describing things/
persons so that they can try and invent their
own mode of expression. You may
familiarise the learners with similar
passages from known writers.

The passages given below are excerpts from
renowned writer and the Nobel Prize
winner, Le Clezio’s novel ‘Onitsha’. They
are alluring, demanding and disarming.
They tellingly illustrate how the descriptive
power of the writer illumines the
abundance of nature and heightens the
mood of the reader in his response to the
events in nature. The river, the moon and
the sounds in nature become more beautiful
than what they are. Maxim Gorky once said
that he loved Pushkin's stars more than the
real stars in the sky.

Describing Persons:

Fintan looked at his mother as if it were for
the first time. Perhaps he had never before
realised how young she was, how close to

him she was like the sister he had never
had. Not really beautiful, but so alive, so
strong. It was late afternoon; the sun
illuminated her dark gold-flecked hair, the
outline of her profile, her high forehead
which rounded sharply to meet her nose,
the shape of her lips, her chin.

Describing Places:

Inside I found a long, gloomy, deserted
room. The dazzling light streaming in
through the curtainless windows made it
even dingier and more forlorn. There were
a few rickety tables with dusty glasses on
them, a black sofa, a few shabby wooden
chairs. All these stood stagnant in an
atmosphere of heavy and poisonous heat.

Describing Scenery:

a) The river flowed gently, with knot-like
gurgles, whirlpools, little sucking noises.
Sabine Rhodes said it was the biggest river
in the world because in its flow it carried
the entire history of mankind since the
beginning.

b) She went out to the veranda and was
astonished by the softness of the night. The
strong light of the full moon. Through the
foliage of the trees, far away, she saw the
great river, shining like the sea.

c) Beneath his barefeet the earth was
parched and cracked, the bushes blackened
by the sun. He listened to the sound of his
feet drumming beneath him in the silence
of the savannah. At noon the sky was
naked; there were no more clouds above
the hills to the east. On rare occasions, at
twilight, the clouds would puff up towards
the sea. The plain of grass seemed to be an
ocean of dryness.

Describing Sounds:

She listened with an almost painful
attentiveness to the sounds of ordinary life
- cocks crowing, dogs barking, axes
pounding,  the motors of fishing pirogues
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backfiring, the rumble of lorries moving
along the track to Enugu. She waited to
hear the distant shuddering of the
generator as it brought the sawmill to life,
on the other side of the river.

Describing Natural Phenomena:

Fintan looked at the curtain of rain and
listened to the splattering of drops, the
water cascading into the canvas-covered
drums.

Activity ii
Narrating an Experience
Let the learners narrate an experience they
have had on their way to school or any
memorable experience they have ever had
in their life. You may also share your
experience with the learners.

Note:

Presenting a narrative is an art. It should
be lively, gripping, arresting and dramatic.

Consider the following tips:

• Presentation should be appealing to the
learners.

• Language used for presentation should
be natural and easy to comprehend.

• It would be nice if presented with
gestures, facial expressions and voice
modulation.

• A variety of expressions and sentence
structures can heighten the effect of
narration.

The impression created thus, will linger on
the minds of the learners for a long time
and will motivate them to relate their
experiences before the class.

Activity iii

Conversation

Note:

Ask the learners to prepare the
conversation in pairs.
Random presentation
Sharing in groups
Refining
Presenting it before the class

Editing

Module 3

Now, ask the learners to read paragraphs
8 to 13 silently.

Make sure that the process of reading is
followed properly.

Hints for scaffolding questions (5-6)

5) Let the learners guess who the noble man is.

6) The mother’s reaction is quite natural
and spontaneous whereas the father
receives his son only after careful judgment.
Mother recognises and receives her son
instantly, whereas the father takes time.

Let the learners fill in the self assessment
checklist on reading.

Pause and Reflect 2

The word ‘yellow’ in ‘yellow tears’ can be
interpreted in multiple ways. Yellow refers
to the autumnal period in one’s life. So, it is
associated with old age, debility, senility,
death and decay. The green leaves turn
yellow in autumn season and finally they
fall (‘fall’ is another term for the autumn
season). ‘Yellow tears’, ‘autumnal tears’ are
subjective and poetic expressions. The
yellow tears of Berlcha suggests her
impassioned and concentrated love waiting
to be ‘fallen’ at the sight of her son who
returns to her after a period of four
decades.

Now, lead the learners to textual activities
iv, v & vi on Page 16.

Activity iv

Note:

Display the sentence ‘He was followed by the
coachman’ on a chart/blackboard.

Ask the learners to analyse the sentence
and pick out similar sentences from their
English Reader and other sources.

• Discuss the relation between the subject
and the verb in such sentences.
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• Help the learners identify the features of
passive constructions and the contexts in
which they are used.

• Familiarise the learners with the form,
functions and meanings of passive
sentences, using a variety of passive
constructions.

Activity v

Let the learners prepare a list of the names
of a few countries.

Ask them to sit in groups and identify the
languages and nationalities of the countries
listed.

Direct the learners to use different sources
such as dictionary, encyclopedia, internet
etc.

Let them prepare a chart and present it
before the class.

A list of a few countries, their languages
and nationalities are given below:

Denmark Danish Danish

Finland Finnish Finnish

Spain Spanish Spaniard

Sweden Swedish Swedish

Turkey Turkish Turkish

Australia English Australian

Brazil        Portuguese Brazilian

Egypt Arabic Egyptian

Italy Italian Italian

Hungary Hungarian  Hungarian

Korea Korean Korean

Russia Russian Russian

China Chinese Chinese

Japan Japanese Japanese

Portugal    Portuguese Portuguese

Activity vi

Reported speech

Note:

Here is an activity to introduce reported
speech. You may find it useful.

• Invite a volunteer to the front of the class
and interview him/her for two or three
minutes.

• You may interview him/her about his/
her hobbies, interesting experiences etc.

• Let the other learners listen to what is
being said and write down the questions
and answers.

• Let the learners then present how the
interviewee responded to the interviewer.
(This will usually be in the reported or
indirect speech.)

• You can sensitise the idea of changes in
indirect speech such as change in pronoun,
time and tense.

• You may write on the blackboard the text
of the reported speech presented by the
learner.

• Refine them, if necessary.

• Ask the learners to identify the changes
in pronoun, tense and other words in the
sentences being reported.

• Consolidate the major changes.

Module 4

Now, ask the learners to read paragraphs
14 to 20 silently.

Make sure that the process for reading is
followed properly.

Hints for Scaffolding Questions (7-8)

7) Here, Berl refers to his wife’s tender
qualities in an affectionate and humorous
way. Berl thinks women are usually easily
affected by tender emotions such as love,
sympathy, compassion, sorrow, joy etc.

You may invite the learners’ opinions and
arguments on the above statement of Berl.
You may also conduct a debate on the
statement.

8) Initiate a discussion in the class on the
changes that happen in the surroundings
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and nature in different seasons - how the
trees and leaves wear different colours in
different seasons, how the sky appears,
how the clouds gather before it rains, how
the sky becomes illuminated by lightning,
how the sky becomes radiant with stars
numberless, how nature appears in the
moonlit night and how the night is
gradually transformed into dawn, the
dusk into night, the change in the mood of
the little plants, trees and how the changes
affect the living creatures and the minds of
the people.

• Ask the learners to write about the
changes they noticed in nature. You may
ask the learners to observe nature during
monsoon and write about the changes they
notice in nature when compared to
summer.

Pause and Reflect 3

People of Lentshin live a life closer to nature
without being affected by the modern life
style. Generate a discussion on ‘Living with
nature and being away from nature’.

Discussion points:

• Influence of modern life-style

• Food habits

• Dress style

• Occupation

• Buildings

• Technology

• Entertainment

• Transport

• Pollution

Let the learners express what kind of a life
they would like to lead.

Module 5

Now, ask the learners to read paragraphs
21 to 23 silently.

Follow the process of reading.

Do you know?

Sabbath: Sabbath is generally a weekly day
of rest and/or time of worship. The Sabbath
is Sunday for most Christians, Saturday for
Jews and Friday for Muslims. The term
‘Sabbath’ derives from the Hebrew word
Shabbat  meaning ‘to cease’, which was first
used in the Biblical account of the seventh
day of Creation.

Pause and Reflect 4

• There is a touch of gentle humour when
Berl exclaimed, ‘What’s this?’ when he saw
a noble man, who was actually his son,
kissing his wife.

Ask the learners to identify other instances
of humour from the story.

Now, lead the learners to textual activity vii.

Activity vii

• Ask the learners to reread paragraph 20
of the story.

• Let them identify the characters, their
significance in the skit and other relevant
points.

• Let them fix the sequence of events.

• Fix the number of characters and
dialogues.

• Let them have an idea about the setting
(where the incidents described in the
paragraph take place).

• Let them also think about the movements
of the characters on the stage.

• Ask the learners to frame dialogues
according to the mood and tone of the
characters.

•Let the learners write the script of the skit
individually.

•Let them fill in self assessment checklist
on skit.

• Ask the learners to sit in groups and
refine the dialogues, stage settings etc. they
have written.
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•Edit the script.

• Let the groups present the skit before the
class.

Note:

Every play whether it is full-length or one
act, requires a director with proper
directorial sense. But a skit is not as serious
as a full-length play.  Still it cannot be
treated lightly. A teacher has to make
meaningful interventions in spotting the
right learner to direct the skit. The focus
of the skit should be developing language
skills and performance-based skills.
Learners will master language non-
consciously and use it naturally and
spontaneously without any inhibitions.
They may be least conscious of the kind of
conversational English they use. This is
the advantage of enacting skits in
classrooms.

Module 6

Now, lead the learners to textual activities
viii & ix.

Activity viii

Character sketch of Samuel

• Ask the learners to go through the story
again.

• Let them identify details of the
appearance and character of Samuel.

• You may ask questions like the following
to channelise the thoughts of the learners:

1. What is most striking about Samuel?

2. How has America changed him?

3. Does he still love the old ways of
Lentshin?

4. Do you like him? Why?

5. ..............................

6. ..............................

• Let them decide on the beginning
sentence of their write up.

•Let the learners write the character sketch
individually.

•Let them fill in self assessment checklist
on character sketch.

• Ask the learners to sit in groups and
refine what they have written.

• Let the groups present what they have
written.

•Edit the character sketch.

Activity ix

Personal Letter

You may ask the following questions to
sensitise the learners on the features of a
personal letter.

a) Who writes the letter and from where?

b) Who is the letter addressed to?

c) How does the sender greet the receiver?
  (salutation)

d) How will you begin the letter?

e) What are the major points you would
like to include in the letter?

f) How will you conclude the letter?

g) What leave taking words would you
like to use in the letter? (complementary
closing)

h) Where will you put Samuel’s name and
signature?

Generate a discussion on these points and
consolidate them.

Let the learners attempt the letter
individually.

Let them fill in the self assessment checklist
on letter.

Let them sit in groups and refine the letter.

Let the groups present the letter.

Edit the best out of the group’s presentation.
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Module 7
Now, lead the learners to textual activities
x, xi & xii.
Activity x
Story

Ask the learners to identify the events they
would include in the story. You may
channelise their thoughts on the different
ways in which the old parents of Samuel
would have used up the money.

For this, you may ask questions like:

How would you establish that Samuel
has sent the money?

What would his parents do with the
money?

How would it change their life?

How would they receive Samuel when
he returns?

How would the people of Lentshin react?

Let the learners fix the events sequentially
in the light of the discussion.

Let the learners work on any one of the
events fixed. (Make sure that almost equal
number of learners are working on each
event fixed) by blowing it up thinking in
terms of where the event takes place, who
are involved in that event, how they think/
speak/feel/see/hear/smell/taste etc.

Let them fill in  self assessment checklist on
story.

Ask the learners who worked on the same
event to sit in a group and refine what they
have written.

Random presentation of the group’s
product.

Let the learners select the best narrative and
edit it.

Activity xi

The last sentence of the story fittingly
establishes the lines of Neruda quoted in
the beginning of the unit. The conventional

chanting of the rhymes by his mother
evokes feelings of living in one’s roots which
is in sharp contrast to his life in America
that can be equated with living amongst
flowers.

Activity xii

Preparation of Brochure

This can be attempted once the unit is
finished. The detailed process of preparing
a brochure is given at the end of this unit.

Module 8

Now, lead the learners to the story, ‘The
Tattered Blanket’ in the Extended Reading
section of the unit.

Note:

You can make use of the original
Malayalam version of the story given in the
Appendix of this book.

You may ask the learners to first read the
English version of the story to a certain
point and compare it with the Malayalam
version. Learners can read the rest of the
story by themselves and present the story
before the class by narrating what
happened in the story.

The Tattered Blanket

Hints for Scaffolding Questions

1. The expressions  like, ‘his mother making
a futile attempt to get up’, ‘Amma is often
like this these days, ‘She doesn’t recognise
anybody’ etc. suggest the pathetic condition
of the mother.

2. The mother in the story probably suffers
from a kind of amnesia due to dotage.
(Illness associated with old age)

3. The son expresses his love for his mother
by bringing his face close to her wrinkled
cheeks.

4. The sister is mildly critical of her brother’s
behaviour towards their mother. The
sentence, ‘What is the point of telling her
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that you haven’t written for years?’ clearly
suggests this.

5. The blanket in the story is a metaphor of
love and care. So, when she asks for a
blanket, she expresses her real need for the
warmth and comfort of her son’s love and
care.

6. The son cleverly conceals his guilty
conscience for his apparent disregard for
his mother through this expression. The
reader can feel his psychological relief.

7. The son has become too materialistic to
be obsessed with his mother’s needs. He
seems to remain unmoved by the whole
incident.

8. The story focuses on the estranged
relationship existing in family life. Kamala
Das used ‘The Tattered Blanket’ as a
metaphor to show the strained relationship
that may occur in many a family.

9. (a) This question has the sharpness of a
razor’s edge which can butcher the
heartlessness of the son towards his mother.

(b) The son becomes dumbfounded at this
sharp question.

(c) Let the learners answer the question on
their own.

Module 9

Vocabulary Activities

Activity 1

a) I am standing at the bus stop on the
roadside. Next to the bus stop on the left is
the National Bank with an ATM Counter
in the vicinity. Beside the bank there is a
factory. It is in front of the village office.
Next to the factory is a petrol bunk. Across
the street and just opposite to the busstop
is the GUP School. Near the school and
opposite to the National Bank is a post
office. The town hall is near the post office.
Adjacent to the town hall is a hotel. On the
right side of the hotel is a workshop facing
the petrol bunk across the street.

 b) Let the learners describe their locality in
the similar fashion.

Activity 2

The aircraft buzzed like a bee high up in the
sky.

The boy ran so fast that he panted like a dog.

The man quacked like a duck as he had some
difficulty with his speech.

Jane often hissed like a snake as she got a
pretty violent temper.

‘Get out or I’ll shoot you,’ he roared like a
lion.

Activity 3

Irregular verbs

Learners may be asked to prepare a list of
irregular verbs.

Let them read both the stories and identify
regular and irregular verbs. Then ask them
to prepare a list of the three forms of those
verbs by referring to a dictionary.

Module 10

Poem

Those Winter Sundays

Robert Hayden

Robert Hayden (August 4, 1913 -February
25, 1980) was an American poet, essayist
and educator.

Hayden was born in Detroit, Michigan.
He was taken in by a foster family next
door, Sue Ellen Westerfield and William
Hayden, and grew up in a Japanese ghetto
nicknamed "Paradise Valley". Witnessing
fights and suffering beatings throughout
his childhood, Hayden lived in a house
fraught with chronic angers whose effects
would stay with the poet throughout his
adulthood. On top of that, his severe visual
problems prevented him from
participating in activities such as sports
in which nearly everyone was involved.
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His childhood traumas resulted in
debilitating bouts of depression which he
later called ‘my dark nights of the soul’.

He was raised as a Baptist, but converted
to the Bahá'í Faith during the early 1940s
and is one of the best-known Bahá'í poets
and his religion influenced much of his
work.

Hayden was elected to the American
Academy of Poets in 1975. From 1976 -
1978, Hayden was Consultant in Poetry
to the Library of Congress, the position
which in 1985 became the Poet Laureate
Consultant in Poetry to the Library of
Congress. Hayden's most famous and most
anthologized poem is ‘Those Winter
Sundays’, which deals with the memory
of fatherly love and loneliness.

Other famed poems include ‘The
Whipping’, ‘Middle Passage’, ‘Runagate’,
‘Runagate and Frederick Douglass’.
Hayden's was influenced by poets like
Keats, Auden and Yeats. Hayden wrote
political poetry as well, including a
sequence on the Vietnam War.

Note:

Robert Hayden’s poem ‘Those Winter
Sundays’ ends with the key phrase ‘love’s
austere and lonely offices’. A hard working
poor father is being fondly remembered by
his grown up son, in the poem. Those
‘cracked hands that ached from labour’ can
amply represent the loving old man. He
kindled fire on winter Sundays with those
hands when everybody was shivering in
the blueblack cold. He is a lonely figure who
makes the cold atmosphere prevailing in the
house warm with his love’s austere offices.
Parental love and affection are expressed
through simple and gentle acts of care and
kindness such as kindling the fire and
polishing the shoes without expecting
others to thank him or love him. Even the
son was thankless to him which he realised
later and felt regret for that. The poem is a

regretful son’s belated homage to a loving
father who did not receive any love or
gratitude from his son when he needed it.
The poem is about filial ingratitude and
parental devotion. This devotion is only
realised when the children grow into
maturity. The contrasting pair of cold and
warmth makes the poem more appealing
by creating a sensuous picture of how love’s
slow burning fire, splinters and breaks the
ice of indifference and ingratitude.

Process:

You may read the poem aloud two or three
times.

Let the learners read the poem individually
and keep track of their reading.

Ask the learners to sit in groups and share
what they understood, what they have not
understood and what they found
interesting/surprising.

Let them refer to the glossary, if needed.

If any group has problems in
understanding the poem, megaphone the
doubts to the other groups.

You may explain the problem areas if no
group can effectively tackle them.

For example, if all groups fail to explain the
relevance of the expression 'blueblack cold'
you may interact with the groups and ask
questions to channelise their thoughts like:

At what time of the day do you
experience the severity of cold the most
during winter? (early morning/morning/
evening/night)

How does the sky look like during early
mornings? (blue/black/blueblack)

How would you describe the coldness you
experience on an early winter morning?

Now, ask the scaffolding questions given
along side the poem to the whole class.
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• Let each learner think of the answers.

• Let them scribble the answers in the space
provided in the text itself.

• Allow two or three learners to present
their answers.

• If there are questions for which no one
can find an answer, let them sit in groups
and discuss it.

Hints for scaffolding questions

1. The son himself is the speaker.

2. (a) Sunday is supposed to be the day for
rest and prayer. Even on those days the
father works hard to keep the home warm
and happy.

(b) Sunday which is supposed to be a day
of rest is contrasted here with weekday
which is hard and tireless.

3.  The first stanza vividly depicts the life
of toil led by the poet’s father. The
expression ‘cracked hands that ached from
labour’ brings out the intensity of toil.

4. The last two lines,

  ‘What did I know, what did I know

  of love’s austere and lonely offices?’ - show
the son’s deep love for his father.

5. Let the learners respond to the question
and voice their views.

6. The expressions ‘cold splintering’ and
‘breaking’ produce auditory images in the
poem.

7. Yes, the last two lines clearly suggest
how deeply the son regrets now.

8. The line ‘no one ever thanked him’
indicates the presence of other members of
the family.

9. The lines,

‘...I’d wake and hear the cold splintering,
breaking.

  When the rooms were warm...’

Bring out the contrast between cold climate
and the warmth of fire.

Activity 1

Visual images: Cracked hands, banked
fires blaze, blueblack cold.

Auditory images: hear the cold splintering,
breaking, speaking indifferently.

Tactile Images: the cold splintering, warm
rooms.

Note:

Poetic image is a sensuous picture in
words. It is charged with human
emotions. The most commonly used image
is the visual image but every image
(auditory, tactile etc.) has some faint visual
association. For  example, the expressions
‘banked fires blaze’ or ‘blueblack cold’ in
Those Winter Sundays appeal to our sense
of sight and touch. The expression ‘cold
splintering’ appeals to our sense of touch
and hearing. The expression ‘warm rooms’
appeals to our sense of sight and touch.
In a way we can say that every poem is in
itself an image - i.e.  A poem may itself be
an image composed from a multiplicity of
images. In short, an image is a picture
made out of words. An epithet, a
metaphor or a simile may also create an
image. An image may be presented to us
in a phrase or in a line or even in a passage
that is purely descriptive.

 (Ref: - The Art of Reading Poetryin Part I of
the Handbook)

Module 11

Poem

To My Nanny

Alexander Pushkin

Alexander Sergeyevich Pushkin (June 6,
1799-February 10, 1837) was a Russian
author of the Romantic era who is
considered by many to be the greatest
Russian poet and the founder of modern
Russian literature. Pushkin pioneered the
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picture of his nanny who waits eagerly
and anxiously for the boy to turn up. She
curses the clock because it is too late for
the child to return home. With faltering
wrinkled hands she knits  but, because of
apparent anxiety, she cannot continue the
work. The external landscape with the
crumbling gate, the shadowy road and the
lone house deep in the woods create a
picture of her inner mindscape haunted
by nameless forebodings and dark
anxieties which she, really seems to see.
The poet, even as a grown up adult, carries
the picture of his nanny as he treads with
difficulty the course of his austere fate. He
regards his nanny as the ‘invisible
companion of his austere fate’. When we
compare ‘To My Nanny’ with ‘Those
Winter Sundays’ there emerges a striking
contrast – unlike the son in the latter poem,
the boy in the former is deeply attached
to and greatly thankful to his nanny who
is not his mother but a surrogate Mother.

Process:

Refer the process given for the poem ‘Those
Winter Sundays’.

Hints for scaffolding questions

1. Nanny was probably the sole companion
that the poet had in his childhood.

2. The expressions like ‘dear doting
sweetheart’ and ‘companion of my austere
fate’ vividly describe the poet’s intimate
relationship with his nanny.

3. The time on the clock tells her that the
child is late for home and it increases her
anxiety.

4. The line ‘In the lone house deep in the
wild wood’ helps the reader to visualise the
location of the house.

5. ‘...Now you seem to see’ can be
interpreted in many ways.

a) Nanny was so anxious that her
apprehensions took shape and appeared

use of vernacular speech in his poems and
plays, creating a style of story telling -
mixing drama, romance and satire -
associated with Russian literature ever since
and greatly influencing later Russian
writers. He also wrote historical fiction.

Pushkin published his first poem at the age
of fifteen and was widely recognised by the
literary establishment by the time of his
graduation. He gradually became
committed to social reform and emerged as
a spokesman for literary radicals; in the
early 1820s he clashed with the
government, which sent him into exile in
Southern Russia. While under the strict
surveillance of government censors and
unable to travel or publish at will, he wrote
his most famous play, the drama Boris
Godunov, but could not publish it until
years later. His novel in verse, Eugene
Onegin, was published serially from 1825.

Because of his political views and influence
on generations of Russian rebels, Pushkin
was portrayed by Bolsheviks as an
opponent to bourgeois literature and
culture and a predecessor of Soviet
literature and poetry. In 1937, the town of
Tsarskoe Selo was renamed 'Pushkin' in his
honor.

Critics consider many of his works
masterpieces, such as the poem ‘The Bronze
Horseman’ and the drama ‘The Stone
Guest’, a tale of the fall of Don Juan. His
poetic short drama ‘Mozart and Salieri’ was
the inspiration for Peter Shaffer's
‘Amadeus’. Pushkin himself preferred his
verse novel ‘Eugene Onegin’, which started
a tradition of great Russian novels. Because
of the difficulty in translation, Pushkin's
verse remains largely unknown to English
readers.

‘To My Nanny’ is the poet’s loving tribute
to his nanny – the nurse – who was the
dear doting sweetheart of his childhood.
What the poem contains mainly is the
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before her mind’s eye as if they were real.
It shows her affection and concern for the
child who is temporarily absent from home.

b) Nanny was so obsessed with dark
anxieties that she could not reason them at
all. Now the poet is grown up and anxiety
no longer haunts Nanny as in the past. So,
she can name those ‘nameless forebodings’.

Module 12

Language Activities

Activity 1

Process:

You may divide the class into different
groups and assign the task of framing
questions to each of the characters in the
two stories using the question words given
in the Reader.

Assign roles of characters to selected
learners and let the groups ask these
questions and the respective members may
answer them in the form of a role play.

The groups may consolidate the questions.

Hints:

• How often did you think about your
parents while you were in America? (to
Samuel)

• Why didn’t you visit them at least once in
all these forty years?

• When are you going back to America?

• Are you happy living in America?

• How much money had your son sent to
you? (to Berl)

• Why didn’t you spend it? (to Berl)

• How long have you been in Delhi? (to
Gopi)

• How often did you visit her? (to Gopi)

• Have you any plan to come back home to
your mother? (to Gopi)

• Are you happy staying with your aged
mother looking after her? (to Kamalam)

• Has your brother given you any financial
support?

• Is Gopi your only sibling?

Activity 2

Process:

Ask the learners to analyse the given
sentences and identify the words which
connect two clauses in them.

Let them also find out which word in the
first clause is connected with these words.

Ask them to categorise these words as
words connecting places, persons ,time and
things.

Let them also find out the different relative
pronouns used in different contexts.

Hints:

i. which /that

ii  who

iii. whose

iv. where

v.  who/whom

vi. when

vii. why

viii. where

Activity 3

Process:

Lead the learners’ attention to the sentence
quoted in the Reader.

Let them find out how two clauses are
combined using the structure so...that.

Make them aware that the first clause states
something and the second clause describes
its result. In the case of the sentence quoted
in the Reader, ‘There names were very
strange’ shows a state and ‘Berl and Berlcha
could never remember them’ shows the
result of that state.
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Let them analyse and find out how these
two clauses are combined using so...that.

Now, lead them to the exercises given in
Activity 3.

Hints:

i. He is so talented that everyone admires him.

ii. The question was so difficult that all failed
to answer it.

iii. The tea was so hot that I couldn’t drink it.

Activity 4

Process:

As in Activity 3 let them analyse the
sentence quoted and find out how two
negative sentences are combined using
neither...nor and how such a single
sentence can be split in two. This will help
them to know about  how writers make use
of syntactical variations.

Hints:

i. Asha did not attend the wedding. Her
husband did not attend the wedding.

ii. Salim is not a dancer. He is not a
musician.

iii. The member of the Panchayat did not
visit the place. The MLA did not visit the
place.

Activity 5

Process:

Here again as in Activity 3 & 4, learners
are made aware of how the syntactical
structure of a sentence can be altered to
break monotony and establish stylistic
features of the writer.

Hints:

A. i. Shouting ‘Help, help,’ he ran into the
hall.

ii. Unexpectedly Susan dropped the glass.

iii. Stretching her hands she walked
towards the child.

B. Process:

Let the learners identify verbs from the
stories and find out how many of them can
be used as nouns by adding the suffix
‘-ment’.

Hints:

The following is a list of some verbs and
the corresponding noun forms.

     Verb Noun

Amuse Amusement

Appoint Appointment

Better Betterment

Bewilder Bewilderment

Bombard Bombardment

Develop Development

Embody Embodiment

Judge Judgment

Manage Management

Nourish Nourishment

Punish Punishment

Refine Refinement

Activity 6

Process:

Learners are aware of the features of ‘verb’
and so you may ask the learners to identify
the verbs in the sentences of the given
passage.

Next, ask them to pick out the word/words
that precede the verb.

Let them also find out the relationship
between these words and the verb.

When analysed, it was understood that
these words are either persons, places or
things that do the action or persons, places
or things that are in a particular state.

When there are more than one word acting
as the subject of a sentence, the learners
can be asked to identify the key/headword
of the group. For this, you may hide/delete
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Activity 7

Process:

As the learners have identified the subject
and the keyword in it, they may be aware
of how words are added around a
headword to modify its meaning.

Now, you may lead them to expand or
elaborate the subjects they  have identified
in the passage.

Hints:

• Room

A room

A tiny room

A dark tiny room

A very dark tiny room

Activity 8

Process:

Let the learners be made aware of the
possibility of adding words before and after
the headword.

Hints:

• Building

The new building / the new concrete building

The new building by the side of the road

The new building I plan to buy

• Tree

A big tree

A big tree in front of the temple

A big tree in front of the old temple

Activity 9

Let the learners revisit the passage in
Activity 6 and pick out the verbs in each of
the sentences. They are: ‘heard’, ‘had
arrived’, ‘came’, ‘began to help’, ‘was’, ‘lit’,
‘went’, ‘had covered’, ‘took’ and ‘warned’.

The learners have already identified some
of the features of the subjects.

You may ask the learners to split a sentence
in two as two meaningful parts.

They already know that a sentence can be
split meaningfully as ‘subject’ and
‘predicate’.

You may ask the learners questions like:

a word each from the group and ask the learners to identify the deletion of which word
results in losing the sense of the group of words.

Let the learners pick out the subject in each sentence in the passage and identify the
number of words and keywords in them.

Hints:

Subject No. of words Keyword

The neighbours 2 neighbours

They 1 they

The good old women 4 women

The tiny dark room 4 room

Old Berlcha 2 Berlcha

Berl and his son 4 Berl and his son

A cold white snow 4 snow

The young son 3 son

Old Berl 2 Berl
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a) Can a group of words function as subject
in a sentence?

b) When there are more than one words in
a subject, how will you identify the
headword? What category of word does the
headword usually belong to?

c) What is the function of the other words
in a subject?

d) Which category of word immediately
follows the subject?

Let the learners sum up the points given
along with Activity 9.

Activity 10

Process:

Divide the learners into groups of 5-6. Let
them go through the passage and find out
how the words (in bold) change according
to the subject.

Let them analyse the change in verb form
according to the singular-plural difference
of subject.

You may ask questions like:

a) What changes did you notice in the verb
form when the subject is singular and when
it is plural?

b) Is this applicable to all singular and
plural subjects?

c) What difference do you notice in the verb
form when the subject of a sentence is ‘you’
and when the subject is  ‘I’ ?

Let the learners sum up the points given  in
Activity 10.

Activity  11

Let the learners rewrite the passage in
Activity 10 using the past form of the verbs.

Hints:

Old Berl and Berlcha were Jews living in
Poland. They led a happy life. Samuel, their
only son, lived in America. He had been there

since the age of fifteen. He was a baker and
had become a millionaire over the years.

Activity 12

Hints:

You may either give a version of the
exchange as follows or present a better one.

You: We own a huge building in our
hometown.

Friend: We had a palatial building in our
village.

You: Ours is the most known family in the
area and we are the most influential people
there.

Friend: My grandfather was the ruler of the
locality. The members of our family were
held in high esteem.

Activity 13

Process:

Exhibit the passage on the BB/a chart.

The errors in the passage are not
underlined. So you may ask the learners
first to identify them.

As all the errors in the passage are
morphological in nature and are already
familiar to the learners, it would be easy
for them to identify the errors.

Now, initiate a discussion on the words to
be substituted in place of the  errors.

If the learners are not able to identify the
errors, you may call their attention to the
erroneous word and ask them whether
they find the use of the word odd or out of
place.

After this if they cannot think of a substitute
you may provide them 2 or 3 options to
choose the suitable substitution.

Hints:

Mr and Mrs Suhail go to the market on
Sunday mornings. Mr. Suhail dislikes these
shopping trips. During these trips he
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usually sits in the car reading the Sunday
papers. He is one who likes to read and he
hates travelling. The other day Mrs Suhail
said that she would have to learn driving to
spare him from his Sunday trips. She also
said that it (was) had been her fault to
marry a man who cared the least for her.

Textual Activity xii

Preparing a Brochure

As an end product of this unit, learners are
expected to prepare a brochure on the
features of their locality highlighting the
important natural resources, places of
cultural and historical importance,
institutions and people.

Process:

Let the learners be grouped according to
the different localities they represent. To
prepare a brochure on the features of their
locality, first they need to decide what all
details they have to include in the brochure.
For this you may ask questions like:

a) What do you know of the history of
your place?

b) What are the most striking things that
attracted you in your village?

c) Aren’t there rivers, streams, hills,
woods, rocks etc. in your place?

d) What is the major vocation of the
people of the locality?

e) Who are the known persons of your
locality?

f) Who do people like most in your village?

g) Aren’t there people like agricultural
labourers, fish mongers, newspaper boys,
social activists, soldiers, teachers, lawyers,
doctors, engineers and other professionals
whom everyone likes?

h) How will you collect details of all these?

i) Who will you approach to gather
information from?

j) Do you think you have to develop tools
like questionnaire, observation schedule
etc. for collecting data?

k) Can’t you make use of photographs of
places, persons and institutions of your
locality?

In the light of the discussion, let them
decide what all things they have to include
in the brochure.

Encourage them to think of attractive
captions and titles.

Let the groups design the format of the
brochure.

Ask them to word process and make use of
pictures and background to make the
brochure attractive.

Let them publish the brochure and circulate
it in the school and locality.

A sample brochure is given overleaf.
Familiarise such brochures. You may find
brochures in the Internet also.
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